
1. What is the Central Dogma?

2. How does prokaryotic DNA compare to 
eukaryotic DNA?

3. How is DNA organized in eukaryotic cells?



1. Draw and label the 3 parts of an operon.

2. Contrast inducible vs. repressible operons.

3. How does DNA methylation and histone 
acetylation affect gene expression?



1. Compare DNA methylation and histone 
acetylation.

2. What is the role of activators vs. repressors? 
Where do they bind to?

3. List the components found in a eukaryotic 
transcription initiation complex.

4. What is the function of miRNAs and siRNAs?



Chapter 15



 Genes can be activated by inducer molecules, or they 
can be inhibited by the presence of a repressor as they 
interact with regulatory proteins or sequences.

 A regulatory gene is a sequence of DNA that codes for a 
regulatory protein such as a repressor protein.

 How the components of an operon function to regulate 
gene expression in both repressible and inducible 
operons.

 How positive and negative control function in gene 
expression.

 The impact of DNA methylation and histone acetylation 
on gene expression.

 The role of microRNAs in control of cellular functions.



Transcription



Regulation of metabolic pathways



Operon: cluster of related genes with on/off switch

Three Parts:

1. Promoter – where RNA polymerase attaches

2. Operator – “on/off”, controls access of RNA poly

3. Genes – code for related enzymes in a pathway



Regulatory gene: produces repressor
protein that binds to operator to 
block RNA polymerase



Repressible Operon (ON → OFF)



 Normally ON

 Anabolic (build organic molecules)

 Organic molecule product acts as corepressor
→ binds to repressor to activate it

 Operon is turned OFF

 Eg. trp operon



trp operon



 Normally OFF

 Catabolic (break down food for energy)

 Repressor is active → inducer binds to and 
inactivates repressor

 Operon is turned ON

 Eg. lac operon



lac operon



 Negative control: operons are switched off by 
active form of repressor protein
◦ Eg. trp operon, lac operon

 Positive control: regulatory protein interacts 
directly with genome to increase
transcription
◦ Eg. cAMP & CRP



 cAMP: accumulates when glucose is scarce

 cAMP binds to CRP (cAMP receptor protein)

 Active CRP → binds to DNA upstream of 
promoter, ↑ affinity of RNA polymerase to 
promoter, ↑ transcription



Amoeba Sisters Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_1QLdtF8d0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_1QLdtF8d0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_1QLdtF8d0&feature=youtu.be


Many stages



 Typical human cell: only 20% of genes 
expressed at any given time

 Different cell types (with identical genomes) 
turn on different genes to carry out specific 
functions

 Differences between cell types is due to 
differential gene expression



Eukaryotic gene 

expression 

regulated at 

different stages



Chromatin Structure:

 Tightly bound DNA →
less accessible for 
transcription

 DNA methylation: 
methyl groups added to 
DNA; tightly packed;

 transcription

 Histone acetylation: 
acetyl groups added to 
histones; loosened;

 transcription





 Modifications on chromatin can be passed on 
to future generations

 Unlike DNA mutations, these changes to 
chromatin can be reversed (de-methylation of 
DNA)

 Explains differences between identical twins
◦ Eg. DNA methylation (gene silencing), histone acetylation, X 

chromosome inactivation, heterochromatin (silent 
chromatin)



Genetic Science Learning 
Center

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/intro/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/intro/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/intro/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/intro/


Transcription Initiation:

 Specific transcription 
factors (activators or 
repressors) bind to 
control elements 
(enhancer region)

 Activators: increase 
transcription

 Repressors: decrease 
transcription





Activators or 
Repressors bind to 
enhancer regions 
+ other proteins
+ RNA polymerase



Cell type-specific transcription



Alternative RNA Splicing



Regulation of mRNA:

• micro RNAs (miRNAs) and 
small interfering RNAs 
(siRNAs) can bind to 
mRNA and degrade it or 
block translation









Genetic Science Learning Center

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/twins/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/twins/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/twins/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/twins/


TED-Ed Video Clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzlGU5EI9rU&feature=youtu.be&list=PLKwXPN7TH2CH3dp4Yu2A_sd-D74-LCpsn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzlGU5EI9rU&feature=youtu.be&list=PLKwXPN7TH2CH3dp4Yu2A_sd-D74-LCpsn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzlGU5EI9rU&feature=youtu.be&list=PLKwXPN7TH2CH3dp4Yu2A_sd-D74-LCpsn


Chapter 15.4



Used to identify which genes are “on” in a cell →
analyze expression of thousands of genes on 

chip
How it works:

1. Small amounts of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) 
fragments representing different genes are fixed to 
a glass slide in a tight grid (DNA chip)

2. Tested cells: mRNA isolated and used to make cDNA 
using reverse transcriptase

3. cDNA bonds to ssDNA → indicates which genes are 
“on” in the cell





Example: Identify differences in gene expression 

between breast cancer tissue vs. noncancerous breast 

tissue


